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New Features 
New features deployed to live in releases 1.5.1 – 1.6 between Feb 2016 - Apr 2016 
 
Navigation through the instances 
#4599 - Members are now able to navigate through their list of all instances. 
#5255 - “Members only” pop up offers now navigation to list of other instances you are a member of. 

 

#3459 - Members search results now can be sorted by relevance  

Refinements 
New features deployed to live in releases 1.5.1 – 1.6 between Feb 2016 - Apr 2016 
 
Profile improvements: 
#4788 - Quick shortcut to edit basic profile info. 
#4734 - Now the member is able to use just a month or a year in date picker for adding experience.  
#5179 - The check box "update my profile title" will only appear after the member checked the box "I currently 
work here". 
 
Member Management improvements: 
#4927 - Managers are now able to send message and remove users when selecting all. 
#4925 - Managers are now able to filter by Role. 
 
#5085 - Search performance improvement 
 
#5200 - Notification email has now option Show more for the quick post  
#5151 - Notification email subject improved 
 

Resolved bugs and hot fixes 
New features deployed to live in releases 1.5.1 – 1.6 between Feb 2016 - Apr 2016 
 
#5193 - Location not showing on event homepage 
#5182 - Pagination doesn't work for displaying relevant experts 
#5146 - It is not needed to add company to submit work experience 
#5114 - User who attempted to set work experience start date greater than the end date can not pass validation 
even after setting start date to lower than the end date 
#5081 -Activate delete and resend buttons on select all 
#5343 - Mosaic issues 
#5330 - "Template doesn't exist" error when clicking Show Latest in Mosaic settings 
#5205 - No pattern validation on Company Experience API 
#5183 - Members List - remove Category Filter 
#5180 - Pagination doesn't work for member activity (only first 5 content items are displayed) 
#5178 - mosaic "show latest" not working 
#5152 - as a user i want the email footer to be correct 
#5144 - No Groups as a feature in a Group should be allowed 
#5121 - icons in WYSIWYG are not highlighted when selected 
#5054 - Changed feature name is not propagated to content type in Mosaic frame settings 
 
 


